On the following pages are complete plans for building a contemporary bank—one to which your children will relate immediately. It features drawers that tip out to receive the deposits and a slanted Plexiglas window that adds to the realistic look of an auto-bank. The paints used on our model were oil-base interior enamels D4065 Blue Brio and D4393 Shocking Green from Pittsburgh Paints.

**Directions for the Bible and globe decals:**

1. Copy the open Bible pattern (Figure 1) onto transparency film and project onto a wall. Enlarge until the Bible measures 11¼" from bottom corner to bottom corner.

2. Trace the Bible shape onto newsprint or brown craft paper to make a pattern. (Dotted lines show where the Bible will overlap the globes.)

3. Copy the globe patterns (Figure 2) onto transparency film and project onto a wall. Enlarge until the circles measure 10½" in diameter.

4. Trace the circles and continents onto newsprint or brown craft paper to make patterns. Before attaching to the bank, globes may be turned in any direction to show any continents you desire.

5. Cut the open Bible shape from ¼" hardboard. Draw the dotted lines on the back of the shape for a reference point in placing the globes. Paint the Bible white. Leave the area where the Bible will overlap the globes unpainted so the glue will adhere to the hardboard.

6. Cut the two 10½" globe circles from ⅛" hardboard. Paint them blue. Lightly draw the continents onto the circles with a pencil. Paint the continents green.

7. Using the complete pattern, center it on the front of the bank. With pencil, lightly indicate where the circles are to be placed.

8. Glue the circles to the bank with construction adhesive, and screw them to the bank in the area that will be covered by the Bible silhouette. Countersink the screws so they are flush with the surface of the circles.

9. Glue the Bible silhouette to the circles. By working from the inside of the bank, you may carefully screw the Bible to the circles, being very careful not to go through the front of the Bible.
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**CORNER DETAIL**
- Piano hinge
- Wooden knob
- Quarter round
- O.S. corner molding
- 0.100" thick tempered hardboard
- 0.75" thick plywood
- Side panel
- Corner molding
- O.S. corner molding
Wooden knob
2" strap hinge
1 1/4" thick hardboard door stop
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